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	HEADLINE: Progress Report (October, 2009 to January, 2010)
	TITLE: Development of SSR markers for detection, genotyping, phenotyping and genetic diversity assessment of “Candidatus Liberibacter” strains in Florida
	PI: Hong Lin
	ABSTRACT: This progress report summarized research activities from October 15, 2009 to January 15, 2010. During this period, we continued working on (1) “Identification of additional Simple Sequence Repeat (SSR) loci and design and validation of new Las SSR markers” and (2), “Analyses of genetic diversity of HLB Las populations. Followings are the summary of research activities and accomplishments during this period.         Previously, we reported that we had designed and experimentally evaluated 40 new Las SSR primers. Among them, 25 primers showed clean and single amplified bands with expected amplicon sizes while the rest of 15 primers showed multiple bands when PCR evaluations were conducted. We then re-evaluated 15 primers by adjusting annealing temperature and Mg++ concentrations. PCR experiments were conducted with annealing temperatures 55oC, 57oC and 59oC along with 1.0 mM 1.5 mM and 2.0 mM Mg++ concentrations using an ABI Veriti thermal-cycler with a temperature gradient heating block (ABI, Foster City, CA). The results showed that PCR amplification conditions with 57oC and 1.0 Mg++ improved the specificity of PCR amplification. 8 primers that showed clean and single bands under this condition were therefore selected. Those primers that passed quality test were then subjected to discrimination power test. Total 33 primers (8 primers and 25 primers) were amplified with six asiaticus-infected DNA samples, 2 from Florida, 2 from India and 2 from China, respectively. Amplified PCR products were then separated by the high resolution of 5% polyacrylamide gels. Gels were visualized by silver staining. 16 out of 33 primers showed polymorphism with alleles ranging from 150bp to 320 bp per locus. Seven of SSR primers were synthesized with 5’-labeled fluorescent dyes (FAM, NET, VIC) and assayed by an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer. All rest of primer evaluation will be completed in next three months.       We conducted global genetic assessment of asiaticus populations. A total of 166 HLB isolates representing four populations from US Florida, Brazil, India and China were analyzed using multilocus SSR markers. Based allele frequencies of SSR marker loci across four populations, a data matrix that consisted of 71 alleles and 166 samples was generated. The genetic distance analyses were then performed using Neil’s coefficient (Neil, M.,1972) with 1,000 bootstrap and 95% confidential intervals. A pair wise population genetic analysis showed that the genetic distance of the populations between Brazil and China, or Brazil and Florida or Brazil and India were 0.8261, 0.9598 and 0.9330, respectively, while genetic distances between Florida and China populations, or Florida and India populations were 0.6016 and 1.3327, respectively. The results indicated that the genetic distances among the populations are not always reflected to their geographic relationships. For example, the genetic distance between Florida Las population and China Las population was closer (0.6016) than that of any other populations compared while the Las populations between China and India are most genetically distant (1.3327) even though both are in Asia. Since Brazil Las population has more or less equal distance to other three populations, it brings up a question of why both populations are closely related or what is the origin of Florida HLB populations. High numbers of commonly-shared alleles of Las populations in Florida and in China suggest both populations are genetically related. In contrast, the genetic distance of Las populations between India and China is 1.7212, the largest distance as compared with other populations indicating that both populations have been differentiated for certain time and there is limited gene flow between the populations. Reference: Neil, M. 1972. Genetic distance between populations. Amer. Natur. 106:238-292.                                                                                                                                   
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